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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
AND
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study grew out of my own interest in seeking to understand
the causes of social problems as a prerequisite to envisioning adequate
solutions.

Through reading and lectures I began to corne to my own

conclusions.

I was also aware that, as a professional social worker, I

would find myself working together with other worker s holding varying
points of view on such issue s.

I wondered what this range of views

would be; whether there wa s a general trend, and how the ideologie s of
practicing social workers might influence the course of social problems.
As a way to satisfy some of my curiosity and interest, I decided
to do a re search project studying the attitude s of social worker s in the
Portland area around one specific social problem; namely, poverty--to
find out what they saw as causes and possible solutions.
Hence, the purpose of this study is to assess the attitudes of a
sele ct group of social worker s in the Portland area.

The study will

focus on their attitudes about the causes of poverty and actions to deal
with problems of poverty.

These attitudes will be examined in the

context of a theoretical framework.
The sample consists of those social workers and social workrelated professionals who serve as field instructors for the Portland
State School of Social Work.

Thi s means that the study will al so

provide information about the attitude s that Portland State social work

2

students are likely to encounter in the field during the master's
program.

This information may be useful to the school in evaluating,

developing, or m.odifying curriculum..
The theoretical framework used here is based on the work of
Roland Warren.

Warren develops two theoretical paradigm.s which he

believe s guide social work pr actice.

Following Kuhn, he define s

paradigm to be that
which carrie s the "explanation" for why certain people are
poor or di sadvantage d, and in so doing im.plie s the way
poverty will be conceptualized as a problem, what strate
gies will be utilized to deal with it, what technologies will
be required, and what aspects of the total situation sur
rounding poverty will be singled out as highl y significant, 1
and what aspects will be left as unim.portant or irrelevant.
¥larren delineates two distinct paradigm.s or contexts in which to
understand social problems.

Paradigm. I assumes that the institutions

of society are basically sound.

Within this framework, the democratic

plurali sm. of interest groups is seen as the proces s through '\vhich social
needs are met.
tional reform.

If social or human services are inadequate, or ganiza

0. e.,

of the welfare system.) is called for.

The principle

of inducements is used to encourage existing organizations to take on
new or added responsibilities in providing services; i. e., through
special grants.

Scientific progress is utilized to help solve the human

problem.s which persist in spite of or because of technological advances.
Wi thin thi s paradigm, the concept of a re sidual "problem
population" (the poor, the delinquent, etc.) is accepted.

There are

some people who just don't tnake it, and if they don't it's their own

lRoland v,.Tarren, "The Sociology of Knowledge and the Probletns
of the Inner Cities, " Social Science Quarterly, 52; No. 3 (Dec. 1971),

469-492.
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fault because everyone basically has the same rights and opportunities.
This principle, which grows out of our heritage of "rugged individual
ism,

II

also applies to minority or special interest groups within the

population.

If they don't organize to press for their needs, it's their

fault, too, because they certainly have the right to do so.
Critics of the system tend to be tolerated as long as they donlt
have the power to seriously threaten the prevailing order of ideas and
institutions.

Protestors are often criticized for their lack of ability to

present viable alternatives, the enormity of this task sometimes being
discounted.

Dissenters tend to be viewed as somehow deviant and,

depending on their degree of nonconformity, they may be seen as sick
individuals in need of psychotherapy.
Paradigyn II maintains that the cause s of social problems lie
within the structure of society and its institutions, and that structural,
not individual change is necessary to solve these problems.

This is in

dire ct opposition to the Paradigm I assumption that the exi sting social
institutions are basically sound.

Within Paradigm II, individual

"deficiencies" are seen as being systematically produced by structural
inadequacie s, rather than springing from inherent defects of individual s
themselves.

For example, a high rate of illegitimate births is some

times named as a problem of young, black, poor women.

The

implication is that the moral standards of these women are defective
and, therefore, they engage in sexual promi Bcuity, re suI ting in
illegitimate births.

From a Paradigm IT perspective, it could be

argued that their moral standards are not significantly different from
those of white middle -clas s women.

Instead, poor black women may

4
have more illegitimate children because their chance s of marriage In
reaction to an out-of-wedlock pregnancy are smaller.

White women

are often rescued from the dilemma precisely this way- -the boyfriend
or fiance who fathered the child capitulates to a prematu:re wedding.
However, becau se of high unemploynlent rate s among young black
males, due to discrimination and institutionalized racism, the young
black woman who is pregnant out of wedlock is less likely to be
involved with a man able to marry and support her.

Hence, shemay

be more likely to have an illegitimate child, all que stions of morality
aside.
VThereas Paradigm I is supported by dominant American value s
such as "materialistic individualism, ,,2 liberalism, individual freedom,
competition, and the right to private property, the belief-value system
supporting Paradigm II remains somewhat vague.

Paradigm I value s

have been incorporated into the institutional foundations of our society.
The more humanistic values of Paradigm II comprise a theoretical
alternative to the institutionalized values of Paradigm I.

"Putting

people before profits" is an ideal espoused by some liberals and
radical s which is not yet manife sted in the working s of our society.
Paradigm II also has a problem with creating clear administrative and
technological alternatives--no one has yet envisioned an adequate way
to replace bureaucracy.

Que stions of "transfer of power" and redis

tribution of income have been grappled with, but no feasible and
acceptable sol utions have been found.

2 Dorothy Buckton Jame s, "Reflection of American Value s in
Attitudes and Procedures of the Professions, " Poverty, Politics, and
Change (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, 1972), pp. 72-103.
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Within a Paradigm II social system, the application of social
and scientific research would be accountable to the clients served;
power issues would be critical, and tasks at hand merely "problem- .
atical." Organizations and ideas might be truly competitive, rather
than all colluding in the maintenance of an institutionalized and
entrenched value system.
The foregoing briefly explains the distinction between Warren's
Paradigrrls I and II, the main premises being that the former tends to
see social problem s a s originating in defic ient individual s or groups,
and the latter in the structure and functioning of our social institutions.
Likewi se, Paradigtn I sees the solutions to social problems lying
chiefly in the rehabilitation of inadequate individuals or groups,
whereas Paradigm II sees the solutions in the restructuring of our
major social institutions, including shifts in the balance of power,
redistribution of income, etc.

The implication is that a Paradigm I

perspective, while patching up problerns and treating syrnptorns, does
nothing to change the basic causal factors; hence, the problems will
recur and persist, and the system will perpetuate itself in spite of ups
and downs.
The study reported here is an attempt to assess where the beliefs
and attitude s of a sample of local social worker s lie along the continuLUn
from Paradigtn I to Paradigm II.

Their attitudes are examined specifi

call y in relationship to the social condition of poverty.
to shed sorne light on the following:

It is an effort

Do social worker s basically,

though perhaps unintentionally, support our dorninant belief-value
system (and hence indirectly support its attendant ill effects); do they

6
challenge the institutions and idea s compri sing our social structure,
or are they somewhere in between the two poles?

To put it in the

vernacular, do they tend to be "part of the problem or part of the
solution"?
The hypothesis at the outset of the study was that a range of
views extending from one paradi.gm into the other would be discovered;
that the social workers in the sample would tend to see poor clients'
problems largely in practical terms; that they would have some aware
ness of the connections between social institutions and people's life
problems, but that they would not show a clear or consistent ideolo
gical stand falling largely within either Paradigrn I or Paradigm II.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A search for relevant literature has yielded theoretical works
about poverty and social work, a few studies similar in population and
focus to the one presented here, studies of varying populations dealing
with questions similar to those dealt with here, and studies of similar
populations focusing on different but related issues.
James, in her recent book, Poverty, Politics, and Change, 3
maintains that the profession of social work is dominated by "freudian
ism, " which fits with the prevalent American value of individuali sm.
This results in a heavy emphasis on interpersonal relations and
individual growth and change, rather than focusing on social change.
Everson's study of social worker s' orientations further supports thi s
thesis.

4

He found a preference for philosophical positions empha

sizing the self, the value of self-awarene s s and self-fulfillment, and a
"rich inner life.

One possible reason for this may be that the larger

If

social pro blems are seen as too overwhelming to tackle, and the effort
too ungratifying.

Social workers feel relatively powerless to change

"
social institutions.

Everson implies that they therefore seek to work

with clients in areas congruent with their own skills, such as

3

James, pp. 72-103.

4Bradford L. Everson, "Value Orientation in Relation to Empha
sis in the Process of Diagnosing the Family in State of Crisis, " MSW
thesis (PSU, 1969).
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interpersonal relationship proble:ms.

In so doing, perhaps they

unintentionally negatei:mportant external forces.

Ja:mes also feels

that the profession of social work has in recent ti:mes been :more
concerned with its own status and recognition than for social action to
eradicate poverty.
Tus sing

5

differentiate s two basic approaches to analyzing the

cau se s of poverty- -the "ca se approach, " which focuse s on the partic u
lar aspects of each individual's or fa:mily's situation; and "generic
theories," which looK for general, "econo:my-wide" causes.

The case

approach would i:mplicitly tend to perpetuate what Ryan has called
"bla:ming the victi:m, ,,6 by ignoring the i:mpact of societal conditions on
individuals and fa:milies.

Tussing sees personal "inadequacies" such

as poor physical or :mental health and retardation as often being con
sequences, rather than causes, of poverty.
Schwartz

7

co:m:ments on the "debate between causes and functions"

(analogous to identifying and dealing with the root of the proble:m or
treating its syrnpto:ms).

He ventures that the ongoing debate :may

actually obscure the i:mportant links between "private troubles" and
"public issues, " i:mplying that the connections :must be understood in
order to treat social proble:ms such as poverty in an holistic way.

5A. Dale Tussing, Poverty in a Dual Econo:my (New York: St.

Martin's Press, 1975).
6Wi11ia:m Ryan, Bla:ming the Victi:m (New York:

Vintage Books,

1972).
7Willia:m Schwartz, "Private Troubles and Public Issues: One
Job or Two?" Linde:man Me:morial' Lecture, National Conference on
Social Welfare (New YorK, May 28, 1969).
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Few studies have been done assessing the attitudes of social
workers about the causes of and solutions to poverty.
declaration of "war on poverty,

It

'/ITith the

the 1960s saw an upsurge in interest

in doing empirical studies related to poverty, but most of these studied
the poor themsel ves , ra ther than the social conditions or public atti
tudes that related to poverty.

For example, in 1970, one of the peak

years of the "welfare boom, " the Poverty and Human Resources
Abstracts

8

"attitudes.

volume lists 43 abstracts of articles under the heading
I'

Of these, all but about six have to do 'Nith attitudes of the

poor, rather than attitudes toward the poor--studies probing poor
people's motivation to work, the attitudes of blacks, lower and middle
class value differences, attitudes toward employment, "who riots,"
self-concept, and attitudes of poor youth, attitudes about contraception,
etc.

Again, this seems indicative of a subtle {or not so subtle} attempt

to find out "What is wrong with those people that makes them stay
poor?

11

Arangi0

9

did one of the few studies that directly tackles the

question of where social \vorkers stand in their attitudes about poverty.
He administered a questionnaire consisting of 45 items, using a Likert
scale, to 2,000 randomly sampled practicing social workers.
item s had to do with" change tar get s, goal s, and tactic s,

11

The

exemplifying

either an "individual change" or a "social change" orientation.

Of the

8 "Poverty and Human Resources: Abstracts and Survey of Current
Literature," 5 (Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations: University
of Michigan, Wayne State University, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1970).
9 Anthony Joseph Arangio, Ph. D., "Individual Change or Institu
tional Change: Attitudes of Professional Social \,vorkers Toward Change
Targets, Goal s, and Tactic s" (Ph. D. dis sertation a t Tulane Univ., 1970).
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1,033 responses received, he found that most social workers were
"strongly oriented toward individual change," and that most disagreed
with tactics of a controversial nature on both the individual and institu
tional levels.

This supports Epstein's

lO

findings of a greater accep

tance of "consensus strategies" than of "conflict strategies " among
members of the Ne'AT York City chapter of the National Association of
Social Workers.

On both the institutionalized and non-institutionalized

levels, consensus strategies do not challenge or oppose peaceful
negotiation through official channel s, wherea s conflict s tra tegie s do.
Hence, there would seem to be inherent limitation s to change efforts
in using consensu s stra tegie s, yet Epstein found that the mo st approved
strategies also tended to be seen as the most effective.

He concluded

that
the greater the institutional involvement of social workers
in a problem area, the more conservative will be their
perceptions of effective social action strategies for social
workers as well as for other politically active groups. 11
Ba sed on hi s data, Arangio developed profile s of social worker s
"most likely to support individual change" and those "most likely to
support institutional change."

The former were likely to be female

social workers with over nine years of experience, working as direct
service caseworkers or supervisors in county, state, or federal
employment.

The latter 'N'ere likel y to be unmarried male social

workers with advanced degrees and less than nine years of experience,

10 Irwin Epstein, MSW, 11Social Worker s and Social Action: Atti
tudes Toward Social Action Strategies," Social Work, 13, No.2 (Ann
Arbor, Mich. : University of Michigan, April 1968) 101-108.
llEpstein, pp. 106-107.
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working as community or group workers for a city, or as educators in
a university setting.

These data could have important implications

when one looks at the composition, by sex, years of experience, and
education, of worker s in social service agencie s.
A number of researchers have studied the attitudes of various

American populations toward the poor.

Though the studies cited are

not about social workers per se, it may be inferred that the attitudes
of social workers would not differ radically from those of the general
public or those of members of other professions that deal with people.
In any case; it is interesting to look a.t the results of studies similar
to the one s previously mentioned.
In 1943, C. \,vright Mill s publ:i shed a study he conducted on the
ideology of sociology textbooks. 12

He found that the authors of these

textbooks, whom he refers to as "social pathologists, " were a very
homogeneous group from very similar backgrounds (usually of middle
class, small town origins).

He found that they also tended to share

remarkably similar views on social problems, characterized by "a low
level of abstraction" and a failure to consider how a broad perspective
of the social structure relates to these problerns.

Their orientation

seemed to lean toward practical issues of everyday life, and Mills
cornmented that
A view of isolated and imrnediate problerns as the "real"
problems may well be characteristic of a society rapidly
growing and expanding . . . the emphasi s upon fragmentary,
practical problerns tends to atbrnize social objectives.
The studies so inforrned are not integrated into designs

12C. 'Nright Mills, "The Professional Ideolo g y of Social Patholo
gists," American Journal of Sociology, 49, No.2 (Sept. 1943), pp. 165
180.

12
1
' . . . 13
compre h enSl· ve enoug h to serve co1
ecb
ve ·
actIon
Lauer studied "how the middle class looks at poverty. ,,14 He
acbninistered an open-ended questionnaire to some 1,400 individuals
of varying ages and occupations in the metropolitan St. Louis area,
asking the question, !1Why is there poverty in affluent America? "
Operating under the premise that "The manner in which the nation
approaches the problem of poverty will depend upon the way the nation
sees its poor,

15
11

he found that the vast majority of his sample saw the

poor as being "culpable rather than victimized."

His respondents

generally believed in individual initiative and responsibility and showed
little or no concern or insight into the problems of poverty.

They saw

the principal causes as being laziness and lack of motivation; not
wanting to work; lack of education, which they felt was available to
anyone; and mismanagement of money on the part of the poor.

Such

attitudes, though commonplace, are clearly inconsistent with the facts-
for example, that in 1967 less than 1 per cent of Anterica's welfare
recipients (nUITl bering about 50, 000 out of 7. 3 million) were "poten
tiall y employable" male s, 16 not to mention that a good portion of the
nation's families living under the poverty line are headed by fullyemployed males.

13 Mills , pp. 168-169.
l4Robert H. Lauer, "The Middle Class Looks at Poverty,
Urban and Social Change Review, 5, No.1 (Fall 1971), 8-10.
16

Jam e s, p. 42.

11

13
McDonald'17 studied a three-generational group of citizens to
find out who they thought de served help in term s of financial and social
services.

He found that those who were poor due to personal misfor

tunes, ill health, accident, or old age were considered to be "deserving

poor." Widows and d ivo r ced women with preschool children were
found to be slightly "less deserving" of help.

Unmarried teenage

mothers were consi.dered to be even less deserv.ing, while people who
were poor due to class, race, lack of opportunity and mainly economic
reasons, such as blacks and Mexican Americans, were considered to
be 1ea st de serving of help.
A cross-class and -race study of attitudes (of the general public)
done by Rytina, ForuIn, and Pease

18

found class-related differences

in attitudes about the causes of poverty.

The sample of heads of

households (from Muskegon, Illinois) was divided into five groups:
"rich whites" (with annual incomes over $25, 000), "middle whites"
and "middle blacks," and "low whites" and "low blacks" (with annual
incomes under $3,500 for a family of four).

They found that the rich

were more convinced than the poor that wealth is a result of favorable
personal attribute s (72 per cent of the rich, compared to 17 per cent

17 Archie Donald McDonald, DSW, "Attitudes Toward the Legiti
macy of Public Intervention on Behalf of Poor Persons: Correlates
and Consequences of Three Generations," DSW dissertation (University
of Southern California, 1971).
18Joan Huber Rytina, William H. Forum, and John Pease,
"Income and Stratification Ideology Beliefs About the American Oppor
tunity Structure," American Journal of Sociology, 75, No.4, Part 2
(Jan. 1970), 703-716.

14
.
19
of poor blacks}.

They also found that 80 per cent of the rich and

60 per cent of middle class whites thought that relief status within the
last six years was the result of personal characteristics, while less
than 50 per cent of the remaining groups thought so.
Livingston did an interesting study of the attitudes of male high
school senior s

t:

sing a simulation game calle d "Ghetto. ,,2

°

The boys

played the game / which had them take on the roles of ghetto residents,
for four class sessions.

He found that their attitudes toward the poor

were significantly ITlore favorable after this experience, but he also
found a significant decline in interest in the game.

He speculated that

this may have been partly due to the frustrations of dealing with
pro blems of poverty.
Vai1

21

did a study of social and cultural factors in casework

diagnosis, using a randoITl sample of practitioners who were aluITlni of
the SITlith College School of Social Work, as well as the school's entire
1969 student population.

She found that workers' assessments of a

client's treatment plans and expectations in the treatment situation
were affected by the client's socioeconomic class, though not by the
client's race or the worker's level of experience.

",nth poor clients,

the 'respondents felt it would be important to discourage self-pity,

19Rytina, pp. 713-714.
20Sarnuel A. Livingston, "Simulation Garnes and Attitude Change:
Attitudes Toward the Poor," Johns Hopkins University, Center for the
Study of Social Organization of Schools (Baltimore, Md. , April 1970),
] 4 pp.
21Susan Vail, "The Effects of Socioeconomic Class, Race, and
Level of Experience on Social Vlorkers' Judgments of Clients, 11 Smith
College Studies in Social 'Vlork, 40, No.3 (June, 1970). 236-246.

.15

wherea s discouragement of intellectualization was considered impor
tant in working with middle class clients.

This seems to point to a

difference in treatment orientations, depending on the client's class.
Vail quote s Meier:
. . . although the c a sewo r ke r is highl y skilled in knowing
how to assess those personal determinants that are located
in life experiences specific to the individual, he has not
yet developed comparable skill in recognizing stresses
and pres sures which arise from the social structure and
the culture. 22
The aforementioned studies, although not all directly related to
social work, seem to fit together like pieces of a puzzle to form a
picture of how America sees its poor.

The data show that social

workers tend to focus on individual change, and that when they get
involved with 'b roader issues, they disapprove of conflict strategies
which are di sruptive or unconventional.

In working with individual

c1i.ents, their diagnoses, treatment plans, and expectations of success
vary according to the socioeconomic clas s of the client.
Even the authors of sociology textbooks seem to share with the
general public a narrow view of social conditions related to poverty,
often implicitly blaming the poor themselves for their unfortunate
situation, attributing the major cause to their own "inadequacy" or
lack of initiative.
Perhaps the most provocative study is Livingston's, which hints
that the problems of poverty are very frustrating for whomever attempts
to grapple with them; hence, they tend to be avoided by those who can
afford to avoid them.

22Vail, p. 15.

Only the poor cannot.

16
An exaTI1ination of the data froTI1 this study will atteTI1pt to look
at whether the saTI1ple's attitudes fit into and support the foregoing
description.

"

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The Instrument
Data for the study was collected by means of a questionnaire.
The questionnaire attempted to assess the sample of local social
'\vorkers' attitudes about poverty.

The purpose was to assess their

attitudes in relation to Warren's Paradigms I and II, as described in
Chapter II.
A questionnaire consisting of two parts was developed.

23

Part I

was designed to measure the respondent's beliefs about the causes of
and sol utions to poverty on a general level.

Thi s was operationalized

by asking the re spondent, a social worker, to imagine being in the
following hypothetical situation:
topic "Poverty in America:
social welfare.

you are asked to give a speech on the

Its Causes and Cures" toa college class in

After being presented wi th this situation, the respon

dents were given a series of 16 statements, each reflecting a particular
stance about the causes and cures of poverty.

The respondents were

asked to read each statement and decide whether he/she agreed with it
or disagreed with it, and whether they would include it in their talk.

An example of s uc h a statement is:
A crucial reason this country hasn't been able to solve poverty
is because the government's first allegiance is to large corporations
who put profits before people.

2 3SeeAppendix A.
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There were four possible responses to each statement. 24
were as follows:

These

agree and would include in the talk; agree but

\X.Touldn't include; disagree and would include to refute; disagree and
wouldn't include.

In analyzing the data, the first two were counted as

"agree" responses and the last two as "disagree" responses.

(For the

purposes of this study, the im.portant distinction was between agree
ment and disagreeInent. )
Part II of the questionnaire was constructed with the sam.e form.at
as Part 1.

Again, the respondent is asked to put hirnself/herself in a

situation and re spond to statements pertaining to it.

The purpo se of

Part II is to assess the respondents' attitudes about actions they would
take in dealing with poverty, on either the direct service or the planning
level.

One version of Part II, dealing with a casework situation .In

volving a young black welfare mother, was developed for direct-service
field instructors.

Another version, dealing with the task of developing

programs to aid ·welfare farnilies, was devised for planning field
instructor s.
Again, the respondents are asked to read the staternents follow
ing the situation description and decide whether they find theIn highly
relevant actions they would be sure to pur sue or support; sOInewhat
relevant and would probably pursue or support; somewhat irrelevant
and probably wouldn't pursue or support; or highly irrelevant and
certainly wouldn't pursue or support.

As in Part I, the critical dis

tinction for the purpo se s of thi s study is between a ba slcall y po si ti ve or

24See Appendix A ..
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negati ve re sponse.
As developed, each of the stateITlents throughout the question
naire fits into either ParadigITl I or ParadigITl II.

The paradigm s refer

to specific contexts in which to understand and deal with social
probleITls.

As described in Chapter I, the Paradigm I perspective

holds that poverty ha sits roots in the deficienc ie s of ind i. vi dual s,
while Paradigm II ITlaintains that the causes of poverty lie in structural
inequities within our social institutions.
For the purposes of this study, each paradigITl was broken down
into two sub-categories of attitudes.

It was hypothesized that the

attitudes of the social workers being studied would not fit neatly into
one or the other paradigITl.

It was also felt that each paradigm in

itself covered a broad range of views, froITl conservative to radical,
and that it would be valuable to assess exactly where the attitudes
under study fit along this ideological continuuITl.

It was hypothesized

that, in reality, ITleasuring attitudes i.s not a "black and white" process,
as ",Tarren's sharp distinction between ParadigITls I and II ITlight indi
cate.

Therefore, it would be iITlportant to develop an instruITlent that

could, to SOITle extent, ITleasure "shades of grey,

II

or the ITliddle

ground into which ITlany attitude s ITlight fall.
Hence, ParadigITl I was broken down into the sub-categorie s
"conservative" and "liberal.

II

The conservative position is defined as

one which sees the causes of poverty lying largely in inadequacies,
deficiencies, or ITlaladaptations of individuals or groups of poor people
(such as ethnic ITlinorities).
as basically inferior beings.

FroITl this perspective, the poor are seen
Theories of genetic inferiority fall into

20
this category.

Also included are theories of psychological maladjust

ment, theories about the "culture of poverty" as being dysfunctional,
and theories of lack of moti vation for acquiring education and employ
able skills.
De aling with poverty from thi s point of view, change efforts are
focused on therapy or casework for individuals or groups.

The goals

are to correct psychological maladjustment and change defective values;
to help the poor better adapt to society and function in accordance with
social norms.

Change efforts are also directed at helping them to im

prove their ability to cope with social stress and to take advantage of
available opportunities for self-betterment.

Within

~his

category,

there is often a punitive approach to dealing with those who "fail" to
adjust and succeed in spite of help.

The following is an example of a

statement from thi s category:
If there were enough mental heal th and rehabili tation center s
to reach all poor and disadvantaged people, our society could deal
effectively with the problem of poverty. (Part 1. )
The liberal Paradigm I position also sees the causes of poverty as
lying in the inadequacies of individuals or groups, but this position is
less directly "blaming." It sees the deficiencies of the poor as resulting
from lack of opportunity for adequate education and training, and
discrimination ba sed on race or ethnic origin.

The poor are not seen

as being inherentlyinferior, but "inferior" due to circumstances.
However, they still must shoulde 'r the burden of change.

From this

per specti ve, opportunitie s will be provide d for the poor and di. sadvan
taged to get the education and skills they need.

It is up to them to take

advantage of these opportunities and, beyond that, to try to "make it"
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within the accepted social systerrl.

Vlithin this category there is an

emphasis on self-fulfillment and self-actualization through rehabili
tati ve efforts.

The following is an example of a Ii beral Paradigm I

sta tement:
I would suggest to Melba that perhaps enrolling in some courses
at the local community college (for which a high school diploma is not
required) would give her a chance to learn and do something interesting.
(Part II. )
Paradigm II was broken down into the sub-categories "liberal"
and "radical.

II

The focus of the liberal Paradigm II position shifts

from the poor themselves to the organizations and institutions the poor
must deal with.

This is a structural view, but it falls short of looking

at society in its totality.

It does not examine how the various institu

tions interact and affect the quality of life in general.

Instead, it

singles out specific organizations, such as public welfare, that directly
affect the lives of the poor.

Flaws and weaknesses of organizations

are identified, and change efforts are directed at organizational
reform.

This might include modifying and improving the functioning

of the welfare system and humanizing the delivery of social services.
However, the assumption of the basic soundness of the social order is
never actively challenged.
Social action or legislation with the goal of specific organizational
reform falls into this category, as do individual and interest group
advocacy.

The change target remains the organization, not the poor,

who are seen as vi ctims of inadequate or dehumanizing ·systems.

There

is also an e·mphasis on helping poor people to obtain their full legal
rights under existing laws.
is as follows:

An example of a liberal Paradigm II item
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I would propose the development of an inter-agency coordinating
coune iI, so that the variou s community agencie s providing social
services to families could coordinate and balance each other's efforts.
(Part II. )
The radical Paradigm. II position looks at society as a whole.

It

sees the causes of poverty lying in inequities within its basic struc.ture
and institutions, including organizations and underlying values and
i.deologies.

This perspective encompasses a critique of the inequality

of exi sting social relations in terms of the distribution of money and
power.

It challenges our capitalist economic system and sees the only

real solution to poverty as 1ying in the rad"ical transformation of thi s
system into a socialistic one.

Again, poverty is seen as a symptom of

a social system with built-in inequities, and the poor are seen as its
inevitable victims.
Any social action" or legi sla tion leading to change in the direction

of redi stribution of income or power within society falls into the
radical category.

Also included are efforts at consciousness-raising

among the poor to develop in them this awareness of the causes of
poverty.

An example of a radical Paradigm II statement is as follows:

Poverty and unemployment will not be eradicated as long as we
have a free enterprise economy, for they are necessary for its
functioning (by keeping wages down and providing cheap labor). (Part 1. )
An equal number of items was developed for each of these four
categories.

The items were randomly distributed within each section

of the que stionna-i re.
The reader may wonder why a complete set of sub-categories
(conservative, liberal, and radical) was not developed for each of the
tVTo

paradigms.

It is believed that attitudes fitting categories which

could be labeled "radical Paradigm I" and "conservative Paradigm II"
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do exist.

Hov,rever, it was felt that beliefs

these attitudes were relatively uncommon.

OT

actions exemplifying

Hence, they were omitted

in the development of the questionnaire.
It is further assumed that respondents who would agree with, for
example, a radical Paradigm I statement, would also tend to agree with
a radical Paradigm II statement.

The assumption was made that

incl uding a full range of categorie s in each paradigm would not have
altered the results of the study significantly.
The intention of assessing the respondents' attitudes in terms of
the categorie s described above is not to imply that anyone perspective
is "the right one," or that some are "right" and others are "wrong."
Rather, the premise is that there is some validity in each one, and
that all of them may be important.

The study is an attempt to describe

where the :respondents' attitudes lie within this range; whether they tend
to cluster in particular categories; whether they de-emphasize or
exclude others; or whether there is an even spread.
This is not to say that value judgments about the different per
spectives are inappropriate.

However, in making such judgments one

must avoid being simplistic and evaluating them by "all or nothing"
criteria.

This study does not attempt to deal with the more complex

questions of which manifestations of a particular attitudinal category
are beneficial to poor people and whi.ch are harmful.

It is simply a

descriptive study attempting to assess what the sample's attitudes are
in relation to the se ca te gorie s.

The Sample
The study sample consists of 94 of the 98 field instructo'rs for the
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Portland State University School of Social Work for the academic year
1975-1976.

These instructors work in a variety of social service

agencies and positions in and around the Portland metropolitan area.
They supervise social work students doing direct service casework
and planning or administration on a part-time basis.
The sample i ncludes 79 (84 per cent) field instructors for
students in the direct service tract and 15 (16 per cent) field instructors
for students in the planning tract.

It consists of 52 (55 per cent) men

and 42 (45 per cent) vTomen.
Out of 94 questionnaires sent out, a total of 64 responses (68 per
cent) was received.

Of these, 55 (86 per cent) were from direct

service instructors and 9 (14 per cent) from planning instructors.
The relatively low retc:.rn rate is due in part to a coding error which
made it impossible to tell in many cases whose responses had been
received and whose hadn't.

Although this had no effect on analysis of

the data received, it made impossible an efficient and strategic use of
follow- up phone call s in order to bol ster the return rate.

The return

rate for each of the two groups was in clo se proportion to their
repre sentation in the total sample.
Among the respondents, 37 (58 per cent) were men and 27 (42 per
cent) women.

Thirty-three (52 per cent) of the respondents had over

nine years of experience in the field, and 31 (48 per cent) had less than
.
nlne years

0

f.

experIence.
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The direct service re spondents incl ude

supervisors, program directors, and administrators working in direct

25 A criterion found in Arangio t s profile s of social worker s,
described in Chapter II.
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service agencies.
Since this -is a non-probability sa-m ple, the results of the study
are simply descriptive and cannot be generalized.

However, they -m ay

suggest hypotheses to be tested through further study.

Collection of Data
A pretest of the questionnaire was done with a small group of
graduate students.

Minor modifications were made based on feedback

from the prete st re spondents, but the instrument was found to be
basically sound.
Following the pretest and refinements, the questionnaire was
mailed with a cover letter
envelope to the sample.
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and self-addressed, stamped return

The respondents were given a two-week

deadline by which to complete and return the que stionnaire.

At the end

of thi s period, one round of follow-up phone call s "vas me.de.
There were no serious data collection problems, as the spon
taneous responses, coupled v"ith follow-up phone calls, yielde_d an
adequate though not remarkable return rate (68 per cent).

However,

due to a coding oversight, it was not possible to determine by name
which meITI ber s of the sample had and had not returned the que stion
naire.

Although this posed no problem in analyzing data froITI the 

responses, it made it impossible to determine whether the group who
did not re spond were di stingui shed in any way from the group ,vho did.

26 See Appendix A.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

F(3;ctor Anal ysi s - -Introduction
A factor analysis of the questionnaire was done in order to assess
whether the questionnaire actually measured the attitudes it was
designed to mea.sure.

In developing the questionnaire, four distinct

attitudinal categories were defined, as described in Chapter III.

These

categories were based on Warren's Paradigms I and II--theoretical
frameworks in which to understand the causes of and solutions to
poverty.
A Paradigm I perspective implies that individuals or groups of
poor people are held primarily responsible for their poverty and for
using their own initiative to rise out of it.

A Paradigm II p e rspective

maintains that the causes of poverty lie within structural (or r1built_ in")
inequalities within our social institutions, such as the economic system.
It holds that the only way to eliminate poverty on a mass scale would be
to make necessary changes in these systems.
In developing the questionnaire, each of these broad

categorie~

was broken down into two sub-categories of attitudes in order to make
finer discriminations.

Paradigm I was broken into a "conservative"

and a "liberal" category.
a "radical" category.

Paradigm II was broken into a "liberal" and

An equal number of items was developed for each

of these categories, and they were randomly distributed throughout the
questionnaire.

The assliTI1ption was made that items within the same
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category had a factor or factors in common.

Therefore, it was hypo

thesized that respondents would tend to agree with all items within the
same category, depending on' which fit their attitudinal biases.

The

factor analysi.s was done i.n an attempt to see whether this assumption
wa s valid- -vThether the re spondents indee d perceived common factor s
among the item s in each spec ific category.

Thi s could be di sc erned by

analysis of their patterns of agreement and disagreement.

Factor Analysis of Part I
A factor analysis of Part I of the questionnaire did not tend to
support the aforementioned as sumption.
total of six factors.

The anal ysi s uncovered a

This finding indicates that the respondents

perceived some differences between items beyond those that were
intended on the basis of the four categorie salone.
In examining the items with factor loadings over. 5, it was found
that they did not tend to group into the categorie s they were developed
for.
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For three out of six factors, all the ite!Yls with either positive

o 'r negative loadings over. 5 did fall into the same paradigm.

Paradigm

I items tende d to group together and Paradigm II i tern, s tended to group
together.

Hence, it can be venture d that the re spondent s were able to

perceive some distinction between the paradigIns.

However, they

a pparentl y did not clearly per cei ve the intended di stinctions between
the sub-categories within each paradigIn, or the iteIns didn't quite
mea sure what they were intended to.

27

See Table I, p. 28.
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TABLE I
FACTOR ANALYSIS--PART I

Fa)tor

1

Item

#

10

De scri ption

Category

Factor
Loading s

PI-L

0.7337

16

education and vocational
tra ining
stigma and dehumaniza.tion
of welfare

PII-L

O. 7707

2

3
12

attitudes of the poor
"poverty pockets"

PI-C
PI-L

0.7136
0.7185

3

13

non-acceptance of birth
control
manpower programs

PI-C

O. 7911

PI-L

O. 7401

PI-C
PII-R

-0. 7454
O. 5728

PII-L

O. 6294

PII-L

0.6294

PII-R

-0.7917

PII-L

-0.6047

PII-L
PI-C

-0.5678
-0.8,056

15

I
1

1

I

I
1

4

1
2
7

5

7

9
14
6

4
8

deferring need gratification
government-planned
econoITlY
poverty due to racial
prejudice
poverty due to racial
prejudice
poor people Isla bor
ITloveITlent
awareness of legal rights
developing job opportunitie s
ITlental health and
reha b:ilitation center s

I

I

1
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Factor Anal ysi s of Part II
The factor analysis of Part II (Direct Service version) of the
questionnaire tended to support the assum.ption that the item.s within
each category had factors in com.m.on.
uncovered;

A total of five factors was

wi thin Paradigm. I, the grouping of item.s by factor loading s

over.5 coincided closely with the categories developed. 28

This

indicates that the respondents perceived these item.s as having factors
in com.m.on, as intended.

The only exception was item. No. 16, which

had to do with taking courses at a com.m.unity college and did not load
significantl y on any factor.
The analysis revealed a com.plete separation, by factors, be
tween Paradigm. I and Paradigm. II item.s.

However, within Paradigm.

II, there was no clear separation between liberal and radical items.
All the radical items loaded on the same factor along with two liberal
item.s.

29

One radical item. loaded on another factor together with a

liberal item.; and one liberal item., having to do with low-cost housing,
stood by itself with a separate factor.

This indicates that the respon

dents did not clearly perceive the intended distinctions between the
liberal and radical Paradigm. II item.s, although they did perceive a
clear di stinction between Paradigm.s I and II.
Conclusions
The results of the factor analysis indicate that the respondents
generally perceived distinctions between the paradigm.s as intended,

28
29

See Table II, p. 30.
See Table II, p. 30.
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TABLE II
FACTOR ANALYSIS--PART II
(DIRECT SERVICE)

Factor

Item

#

#

1

1
3
5
8
11
15

2

4
7
13

De scription

Welfare Righ ts organi zation
referral
demonstra tion prote sting
welfare pa yrnents
channel depre s s ion into
anger
advocate for clients'
financial problems
organizing workers
and clients
critical books on
American society

vocational training or GED
VvIN program
single mothers' support
group

Category

Factor
Loading s

PII-L

O. 5875

PII-R

0.8651

PII-R

0.8818

PII-L

0.6617

PII-R

O. 5777

PII-R

0.7547

PI-L
PI-L
PI-L

o.
o.

I

I

I

O. 7035
8901
7609

I

I

I

I

3

2
6

I

PI-C
PI-C

-0. 7225
-0.5655

9
12

feelings about herself
money management
counseling
examining "lifescript"
long-term counseling

PI-C
PI-C

-0. 6848
-0. 6525

4

10

low-cost housing

PII-L

-0.9659

5

11

organizing workers
and clients
advocate with landlord
and welfar e department

PII-R

O. 5152

PII-L

0.7315

14

J
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but that they did not clearly perceive the intended political philosophy
distinctions between the sub-categories within each paradig-m.

The

exception to this was in Part II of the que stionnaire, for Paradigm. I
item.s.

These items were perceived to have factors in com.m.on alm.ost

exactly as intended.
In general, the results of the factor analysis do not support the
hypothesis that respondents "vould tend to agree with all item.s within
the sam.e category.

Therefore, it cannot be assum.ed or verified that

the instrum.ent m.easured the attitudes it was designed to m.easure.
No attem.pt wasm.ade to describe the factors that were uncovered
by the analysis, according to the content of the item.s that grouped
together.

DATA ANALYSIS: PART I

The hypothetical situation presented in Part I of the questionnaire
wa s a s follows:
You are asked to give a guest lecture for a college course
entitled "Introduction to Social Work" on the subject "Poverty in
Am.erica: Its Causes and Cures. "
This situation was followed by a list of 16 statem.ents having to do with
the causes and cures of poverty. 30

The responses to the situation

were analyzed in terms of which statem.ents were agreed with.
"Agree" responses include "Agree and would include in m.y speech,"
as well as "Agree but would not include :in my speech."

The im.portant

distinction for the purposes of this study was which item.s the

30 See Appendix A.
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respondents tended to agree with, "'A,hether this agree1TIent was certain
or tentative.

The object was to assess how many "agree" responses

there were, on the average, within each attitudinal category.

This

would indicate which category or categories the attitudes of the sa1TIple
would tend to fit into.

Hypotheses
The hypotheses 1TIade about the responses to Part I of the
questionnaire, dealing with beliefs about poverty's causes and solutions,
were as follows:

1.

The respondents will be 1TIore likely to agree with Paradig1TI II
(institutional responsibility) statements than Paradigm I (individual
re sponsi bili ty) statem.ents.

2.

The 1TIajority of respondents will agree with m.ore liberal state
1TIents (in either ParadiglTI I or Paradig1TI II) than conservative
or radical sta te1TIents c01TIbined.

3.

The 1TIajority of individual ite1TIs with high agree1TIent rates (opera
tionally defined as 75 per cent) will fall into the two "liberal"
categorie s.

Re suI ts
It vias found that, overall, there were 1TIore "agree" responses
(58 per cent) than "disagree" or non-responses. 31

The data show that

the respondents as a group were able to respond to the ite1TIS with
either agree1TIent or disagree1TIent at least 95 per cent of the ti1TIe.

An

analysis of the "agree" responses indicates that the respondents were
som.ewhat more likely to agree with Paradig1TI II than ParadiglTI I
state1TIents.

31

See Table III, p. 33.
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF AGREES, DISAGREES
AND NON-RESPONSES>:<

Part

Agrees

I
(n= 64; total re sponse s= 1024)

58%

40%

2%

60%

35%

5%

II (Direct Servic e -
n=55; total responses=880)

Disagrees

Non-responses

I

J
II (Planning-
n=9; total responses=144)

65%

33%

2%
I

~~For Part I, "Agrees" include "agree and would include in my
tal kIf and "agree but would not include in my talk." "Di sagree s"
include "disagree but would include in my talk to refute" and "disagree
and would not include in my talk.

For Part II, "Agrees'! include "highly relevant" and "soITlewhat
relevant." "Disagrees" include "soITlewhat irrelevant" and "highly
irrelevant. "
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As descri b ed in Chapter III, the 16 statelTIents listed after the
hypothetical situation are evenly divided between the two paradigITls
and the four sub-categorie s (two within each paradigrrl).

Therefore,

the number of possible "agree" responses in each of these categories
range s from 0 to 4.

T he data were analyzed in term s of the mean

number of "agree" responses per category.

It was found that the

highest mean number of "agree" responses occurred in the liberal
Paradigm II category (3. 47 out of a po s si ble 4).

The lowest mean

nUlTIber of "agree" responses occurred in the conservative Paradigm I
category (1. 97 out of a possible 4).32

These data indicate that the

respondents were more likely to conceptualize poverty as being a
result of inequalities within the structure of society than to as sign
major responsibility to the poor themselves.
The se data were al so anal yze d in term s of the per centage of
respondents agreeing with lTIore ParadiglTI I than ParadigITl II state
ments, the percentage agreeing with more ParadigITl II than Paradigm I
stateITlents,

~. nd

the percentage agreeing with an even number of each.

The object here was to get an overall picture of which paradigITl the
respondents' attitudes tended to fit into, without breaking down into the
sub-categories.

The results of this analysis were consistent with the

results of the one previously discussed.

It was found that a majority of

respondents agreed with ITlore Paradigm. II than Paradigm I stateITlents

(78 per cent as compared to 14 per cent). 33 This finding further

32S~e Table IV, p. 35.
33

See Table V, p. 36.
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TABLE IV
MEAN NO. OF "AGREES" PER CATEGOR Y
(FROM 0-4)

SaInpl e Gr oup

Paradigm I

Paradigm II

Conservative

Liberal

Part I
(Total Group)
n=64

1. 97

2.02

3~47

2. 19

Part II
(Direct Service)
n=55

2.42

3. 13

2.82

1.24

Part II
( Di r e c t Se rvi c e - 
Less than 9 years
experience)
n=26

2.27

3.08

2.85

1. 50

Part II
(Direct Service-
More than 9 years
e xpe r 'i en c e )
n=29

2. 55

3. 17

2.79

1.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

Liberal

-

___

Radical

_l

___
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF AGREEMENTS WITH
PARADIGM I AND PARADIGM II
STATEMENTS

Sample Group

% Agreeing With
More Paradigm I
Statements

% Evenly
% Agreeing Wi th
Divided
More Paradigm II
Between
Statements
Paradigms

Part I
(Total Group)
n=64

14%

78%

8%

Part II
(Direct Service)
n=55

58%

20%

22 %

Part II
(Direct Service-
Le ss than 9 years
experience)
n=26

42 %

23%

35%

Part II
( Di r e c t S e r vi c e - 
More than 9 years
experience)
n=29

72%

17%

10%
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supports the hypothesis that the sample was 'm ore likely to conceptual
ize poverty as being the result of social conditions and structural
inequalities than of individual defects.
The data were analyzed to see whether the majority of re spon
d e nts agr eed with more liberal statements (in either paradigm) than
conservative and radical statements combined.

The liberal categories

repre sent the moderate component of each paradigm.

As de scribed in

Chapter III, the Paradigm I liberal category represents an attitude
placing ultimate responsibility for solving poverty on the poor them
selves.

The problem is seen in terms of lack of opportunity for

adequate education and training, rather than in terms of inher ent
deficiencies of the poor.

V\Tithin this framework, solutions are seen

in providing more opportunities, but the poor must use their own
initiative to take advantage of them.

Inadequacies and inequities of

social institutions themselves are not dealt with.
The conservative Paradigm I perspective maintains that poor
people are directly "to blame" for their situation because of their
failure or refusal to incorporate domi nant social values.

It was

hypothesized that the respondents would not tend to agree with this
more extreme position; rather that they would tend to agree with the
Ii beral one ~
The liberal ,P aradigrrt II category encompasse s the belief that
poverty is largely a result of inadequate, ineffective, or dehumanizing
organizations such as the welfare system.

This perspective assumes

that if these organizations were reformed and could meet the needs of
the poor adequately, that over time the poor would be helped to rise
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out of poverty.

The radical Paradigm II position maintains that not

only must organizations be reformed to deal with poverty, but the basic
institutions and values of our society must be restructured to eliminate
imbalances of power and income distribution.

Again, it was hypothe

sized that the respondents would tend to agree with the liberal rather
than the radical Paradigm II position.
The findings show that a solid majority (81 per cent) of the
respondents agreed with m.ore liberal than either conservative or
radical statements in Part I of the questionnaire, 34 thereby supporting
the hypothe s:i s.

An analysis was done of the "agree" response rates of individual
items.

The data were exam.ined to see which items had a high "agree"

response rate (over 75 per cent of respondents agreeing), ahd which
attitudinal categories these items represented.

The hypothesis was

that the highest consensus of agreement among the respondents would
be on items in the liberal categorie s.
by the data.

This hypothe sis was supported

Six out of the seven iterns with high "agree" rates were

found to belong in the liberal categories. 35 Four of these were in
Paradigm II and three in Paradigm. 1.
There were only two items in Part I of the questionnaire that
sho~red

a high rate of disagreement {over 75 per cent of the respondents

disagreeing).36

34
35

These item.s had to do with public assistance destroying

See Table VI, p. 39.
See Table VII, p. 40.

36 See Appendix A.
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF AGREEMENTS VTITH
LIBERAL AND CONSERVATIVE AND ·
RADICAL STATEMENTS

0/0 Agreeing With

0/0 Agreeing Vvith

0/0 Evenly

More Liberal
Statements

Mar e Radical
and Conservative
Statements

Divided
Between
Groups

Sa.mple Group
I

Part I
{Total Group}
n=64

81%

6%

13%

Part II
(Direct Service)
n=55

80%

9%

11%

Part II
(Direct Service-
Less than 9 years
experience)
n=26

73%

8%

19%

86%

10%

3%

Part II
( Di r e c t S e r vi c e - 
More than 9 years
experience)
n =29
....
.

- -

~

-

~---

--

--

--

- - -- - -

---

-

-----

-~

----

--

---
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TABLE VII
ITEMS "'INITH HIGH AGREEMENT RATE

Part
I

Item # &
Category
4
7
10
11

(PII- L)
{PII- L}
(PI- L)
(PI- L)

De scription

% of
Re spondents
Agreeing

developing job opportunitie s
poverty due to racial prejudice
education & vocational training
government's allegiance
to corporations
awarene s s of legal rights
manpower programs
stigma & dehumanization
of welfare

86%
95%
78%
77%

vocational training or GED
WIN program
low- co st housing
single mother s' support group
advocate with landlord and
welfare department

84%
84%
96%
85%
76%

IT

4 {PI-L}
{Direct
7 (PI-L)
10 (PII- L)
Service -
Less than 13 {PI- L}
9 years
experience

vocational training or GED
~rrN program
low-cost housing
single mother s' support group

88%
85%
96%
85%

II
2 (PI-C)
4 {PI- L}
{Direct
7 {PI- L}
Service -
More than 10 {PII- L}
,13 {PI- L}
9 years
experience 14 {PII-L}

feelings about herself
vocational training or GED
VJIN progr am
low- cost housing
single mother s I support group
advocate wi th landlord and
welfare department

79%
79%
83%
97%
86%
79%

14 (PII- L)
15 (PI-L)
16 {PII-L}

II
(Direct
Service -
Total
group)

4 (PI-L)
7 {PI-L}

10 (PII- L)
13 {PI-L}
14 {PII- L}

91%
81%
78%
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work motivation (Paradigm 1- Liberal) and using mental health and
rehabilitation centers to upgrade the poor (Paradigm I-Conservative).

DATA ANALYSIS:

PART II

The hypothetical situation presented in P2,rt II of the questionnaire
wa s a s follows:
As a caseworker, you receive the case of a 20-year-old black
ITlother of two children, age s two and fi ve. She has never been
married and is on v,relfare. Melba dropped out of high school when
she got pregnant at age 15. She has no job skills and presently lives
in a shabby two-rOOITl apartment in the ghetto of a large ITlidwestern
city. She is two months behind in her rent and has received notice of
eviction. Feeling there is nowhere she can go, M e lba is depressed
and immobilized by her present situation.
This situation was followed by a list of 16 stateITlents having to do with
actions the caseworker might take in working with this client. 37

The

responses to the situation were analyzed in terms of whether the
statements were seen as highly relevant, somev"hat relevant, sOITlewhat
irrelevant, or highly irrelevant.

Fo 'r the purpose s of thi s study,

"highly relevant" and "somewhat 'r elevant" were regarded as "ag 'r ee"
responses, and "somewhat irrelevant" and "highly irrelevant" were
regarded as "disagree" 'r esponses.

Again, the object was to assess

hoyv many "agree" responses there were, on the average, within each
attitudinal category.

This would indicate which category or categories

the attitudes of the sample tended to fit into.

Hypothese s
The hypotheses made about the responses to Part II of the

37See Appendix A.
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questionnaire, dealing with actions a caseworker would take in working
with a poor client, were as follows:

1.

The respondents will be ITlore likely to agree with Paradigm I
(individual change) stateITlents than ParadigITl II (institutional
change ) statement s.

2.

The ITlajority of respondents will agree withIT10re liberal state
ments (in either ParadigITl I or Paradigm II) than conservative or
radical statements COITl bined.

3.

The ITlajori ty of individual iteITls wi th high agreeITlent rate s (over
75 per cent) will fall into the two "Ii beral II categorie s.

Re suI ts
The respondents agreed with iteITls in Part II of the questionnaire
In 60 per cent of all cases. 38

An analysis of the !'agree ll responses

indicates that the respondents were sOITlewhat ITlore likely to agree
with ParadigITl I than ParadigITl II stateITlents.

The highest mean

nUITlber of "agree" responses was in the liberal ParadigITl I category
(3.13 out of a possible ITlaximuITl of four agree responses).

The lowest

mean number of "agree" responses was in the radical ParadigITl II
category (1. 24 out of a possible four).

These results support the

hypothesis that, in working with poor clients, the respondents would be
somewhat ITlore likely to consider actions involving individual change
or self-betterITlent on the part of a client, rather than considering
actions directed at broad social change.
As in Part L the data were analyzed in terITlS of the percentage
of respondents agreeing with more Paradigm I than Paradigm II

38See Table III, p. 33. "Part II" of the questionnaire refers to
the direct service version. The data frorn the planning version were
not analyzed due to the small saITlple size (n=9).
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statements, the percentage agreeing with more Paradigm II than
"Paradigm I statements, and the percentage agreeing with an even
number of each.

Again, the object was to get an overall picture of

whi.ch paradigm the respondents' attitudes tended to fit into, without
breaking down into the sub-categorie s.
It was found that a slim majority (58 per cent) agreed with more
Paradigm I statements, while 20 per cent agreed with more Paradigm
II statements and 22 per cent were evenly divided between the para
digms.

39

This finding supports the hypothesis that the direct service

respondents were somewhat more likely to focus on actions oriented
toward individual change in working with a poor client.

However,

almost half (42 per cent) of these respondents were at least as likely to
support social change-oriented actions as individual change-oriented
actions.
As in Part I, the data were analyzed to see whether the majority
of respondents agreed with more liberal statements (in either para
digm) than conservative or radical statements combined.

Again it was

found that a solid majority (80 per cent) of the respondents agreed with
more liberal than either conservative or radical statements, 40
indicating a "moderate" approach to conceptualizing and dealing with
problems of poverty.
An analysis was done of the "agree" response rates of individual
items to see which items had high agreement rates of 75 per cent or

39
40

See Table V, p. 36.
See Table VI, p. 39.
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more, and which attitudinal categories these items represented.

The

hypothesis that the highest consensus of agreement would be on items
in the liberal categories was supported by the data.

In Part II of the

questionnaire, all five items with high "agree" rates belonged in the
liberal categories of attitudes. 41

Two of these were in Paradigm II

and three in ParadigD1 1.
There was only one item with a high disagreement rate (over 75
per cent of respondents disagreeing) in Part II. 42

This item had to do

with suggesting that a poor client read books that were critical of
AD1erican society (Paradigm II-Radical).

Data Analysis:

Part II, According to Years of Experience

A further analysis was done of Part II, breaking the respondents
into two groups ba se d on more or Ie s s than nine year s of experience In
the field.

Arangio found more than nine year s of experience to be a

variable associated with an individual change orientation, and less than
nine years of experience to be associated "With an organizational or
institutional change orientation.

It must be pointed out that "years of

experience" was only one of several variables he found to be related to
differing ideological orientations toward social probleD1s.

Hovvever,

it was felt that an analysis of anyone of these variables might corro
borate Arangio's findings.

The writer originally intended to apply this

analysis, as well as a breakdown by sex of respondent, to both parts of
the questionnaire.

These efforts were thwarted by numerous problems

4lSee Table VII, p. 40.
42See Table VIII, p. 45.
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TABLE VIII
ITEMS WITH HIGH DISAGREEMENT RATE

Part
I

II
(Direct
Service -
Total
group)

IteITl # &
Category
6 (PI- L)
8 (PI-C)

15 (PII-R)

welfare/work ITlotivation
ITlental health and
re habili tation center s

810/0
910/0

critical books on
American society

750/0
I

I

no iteITls with disagreeITlent
by 750/0 or more of
re spondents

(Direct
Service Le ss than
9 years
experience)

(Direct
Service -
More than
9 years
experience)

0/0 of
Re spondent s
Di saEreeing

I

II

II

De scription

15 (PII-R)

critical books on
Arrlerican society

I

760/0
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with computer programming ann rapidly approaching deadlines.
The hypothesis postulated here :is that those respondents with
more than nine years of experience in the field of social work will tend
to agree with lTIore statelTIents towar.d the conservative or Paradigm I
end of the continuum of attitudes than those respondents wi.th less than
nine year s of experi.ence in the field.

Results
The data provided SOlTIe support for this hypothesis.

Although

the difference between the two groups does not appear to be statistically
significant, :it is consistent with Arangio' s findings.

In looking at the

lTIean nUlTIber of agree responses per category, the pattern for the two
groups was the salTIeas for the total group in Part II. 43

The highest

mean nUlTIber of "agree" responses was in the liberal ParadiglTI I
category and the lowest in the radical Paradigm II category in all cases.
However, the group with lTIore than nine year s of experience s ho\ved
slightly higher lTIean nUlTIbers of "agree" responses in the ParadiglTI I
categorie s than the group with Ie s s than nine years of experience.
In looking at the percentage of respondents agreeing with lTIore
Paradigm I than ParadiglTI II statelTIents (and vice versa), the difference
betv.reen the two groups is lTIore pronounced.

AlTIong the total group,

58 per cent of the respondents agreed with more ParadiglTI I than
ParadiglTI II statelTIents. 44

AlTIong the group ""rith less than nine years

of experience, 42 per cent agreed with lTIore ParadiglTI I than ParadiglTI

43
44

See Table IV, p. 35.
See Table V, p. 36.
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II stateITlents.

For the group wi th ITlore than nine year s of experience,

this figure jUITlped to 72 per cent.

These findings support the hypothe

sis that social workers with ITlore than nine years of experience in the
field tend to focus on individual change-oriented actions in working
with poor clients ITlore than do those with less than nine years of
experience.
In anal yzing the percentage of re spondents that agree d wi th ITlore
liberal stateITlents (in either paradigITl) than radical or conservative
stateITlents (coITlbined), there is, again, a slight difference between the
two groups based on years of experience.

In all cases, a ITlajority of

respondents agreed with more liberal than radical or conservative
stateITlents.

45

For the total group, the figure was 80 per cent.

For

the group with less than nine years of experience, the figure was 73 per
cent agreeing with more liberal stateITlents.

For the group with ITlore

than nine years of experience, the figure was 86 per cent.

Again,

these results corroborate Arangio's findings.
In analyzing which individual items had high "ag 'r ee" rates (over
75 per cent of the respondents agreeing), all of these items belonged in
the 1i beral cate gorie s when looking at the re sponse s of the total group.
When breaking the group down according to years of experience, this
finding reITlained the saITle for the group with Ie s s than nine year s of
experience.

46

However, the group with ITlore than nine years of

experience also had a high agreeITlent rate on one conservative item,

45

See Table VI, p. 39.

46 See Table VII, p. 40.
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having to do with focusing on the client's feelings about herself in order
to get to the root of her problems.
In Part II of the questionnaire there was only one itern with a

" h d"1 sagreement rate. 47
h Ig

This was the item having to do with sug

gesting that the client read books critical of American society (Paradigm
II-Radical).

In breaking the respondents into two groups based on years

of experience, it vras found that this item had a disagreement rate of
over 75 per cent onl y among the group with more than nine year s of
experience.
Al though the qifference s in re spons es between the two groups
based on m.ore or Ie s s than nine year s of experience do not appear to
be statistically significant, they are in every case consistent with
A'rangio r s findings.

They support the hypothesis that social workers

with more than nine year s of experience in the field tend to focus on
approaches geared toward individual change or self-betterment, rather
than orga.nizational or institutional change more than do those workers
with less than nine years of experience in the field.

Concl usions
Based on the preceding data, it can be concluded that the social
workers studied v,rere more likely to believe in structural or institu
tional change within society than to try to carry those beliefs into
action.

However, direct service workers were found to be mOTe likely

to focus on individual change and growth than on organizational or
institutional change in their work.

47

See Table VIII, p. 45.

There was a slight tendency for
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direct service worker s with more than nine year s of experience in the
field to be more conservative in their orientation to service than those
with less than nine years of experience.

In other words, they were

even more likely than those ",7ith less than nine years of experience to
hold individuals or groups of poor people directly or indirectly respon
sible for their poverty, rather than seeing the primary causes in the
organizations and institutions of society.

Likewise, they were slightly

more likely than those with less than nine years of experience to place
the burden of solving problem.s of poverty on the poor themselves,
rather than calling for structural changes within social systems.
The social workers studied were found to be predominantly
"liberal, " rather than "conservative" or "radical" in their beliefs and
probable actions, whether in the area of individual (Paradigm I) or
social (Paradigm II) change.

They tended to see individual responsi

bility for the causes and solutions to poverty as having to do ·m ainly
with lack of opportunity or awareness of opportunities, and stigma or
prejudice.

They did not tend to find the poor directly "at fault, " or see

them as inherently inferior to the mainstream of society.

Solutions

were seen prirnarily in helping the poor to take advantage of existing
opportunities or providing more opportunities for them to better their
situations.
In thinking about social change on the structural level, the
sample tended not to look at society as a whole, to see how its various
institutions interrelate and contri bute to the maintenance of poverty.
Rather, they were inclined to focus on specific organiza tions and areas
of need, such as developing more vocational training programs and job
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opportunities, or reforming the welfare system.
study has defined as "liberal thinking.

This is what the

If

Commonly Agreed-on Causes and Solutions
The most commonly agreed-on causes of poverty were lack of job
opportunitie s, racial prejudice, lack of education and vocational
training, lack of awareness of legal rights to available benefits, the
stigma and dehumanization of public welfare (which keeps many eligible
people off the rolls), and government's tendency to cater to large
corporations, putting "profits before people. "
Arrlong the direct service respondents, the most commonly
agreed-on courses of action in dealing with a young, black welfare
mother were encouraging her to take advantage of the WIN program
(whereby she could work and still stay on welfare, receiving partial
benefits), helping her find low-cost public housing, encouraging her to
get into a GED or vocational training program, encouraging her to join
a single mothers! support group, and acting as her advocate in dealing
\.\lith her landlord and the welfare department.

The respondents with

over nine years of experience in the field also had a high rate of
agreement on helping her focus on her feelings about herself to l1get to
the root of the problem.

II

Statements about poverty most commonly disagreed with were that
being on welfare destroys work moti vation, and that rnental health and
rehabilitation centers are the answer to solving poverty.
casework, the action most

~ommonly

In

doin~

disagreed with 'was suggesti'1g

that the poor client read books critical of American society, in order
to raise consciousness, while at the sam.e time improving reading
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skills.

The hypothesis that the most commonly agreed-on staternents

about poverty would be predominantly in the liberal categories (in both
paradigms) was supported by these findings.

Limitations of the Study
The most obvious limitation of the study is that the sample was
not random; therefore, the results cannot be generalized.

The study

is descriptive of the sample alone, and any attempt to apply the results
to social workers in general would be merely speculative.
The conclusions arrived at are possible indicators of the
sample's attitudes about the causes of poverty and the solutions to
poverty.

However, the findings of the study rest on the assumption

that the instrument used was able to measure the attitudes it was
designed to measure.

This assumption was not supported by the

results of a factor analysis of the questionnaire.

Except for the

Paradigm I items in Part II, the factor analysis did not verify that the
respondents perceived the same common factors within each category
of items as was intended.

The results of the study are interesting in a

descriptive sense, in terms of the items the respondents did and didn't
agree with.

However, the categorization of their responses remains

essentially hyPothetical, bearing in mind the results of the factor
anal ysls.

Feedback From Re spondents
The respondents themselves provided valuable feedback on the
questionnaire through comments included in their returns.
following is a summary of their majo'r criticisms.

The

Several respondents
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stated that they were uncomfortable \vith the 1!forced choice" situation.
This aspect was considered in designing the instrument.

It was

feared that if a "maybe" or "uncertain" response option were provided,
many respondents would choose this option in response to difficult
items and the information gathered would be diminishe d.

The re spon

dents were cautioned in the cover letter 48 to "agree" with an item only
if they could agree with all parts of it.

Still, it must be considered

that the responses gathered may in some cases be only a rough approxi
mation of the respondents' beliefs and attitudes, since they were not
given the option of a qualified re sponse.
Several members of the sample commented that they had diffi
culty with some of the iterns because of their complexity or their
generality.
all of it.

In some cases they agreed with part of a statement but not

In other cases they felt they "needed more information" about

either the situation they 'were asked to place themselves in, or about
the particular statement they were responding to.

Many respondents

felt a need to qualify their answers, either quantitatively (i. e., "some
times, depending on the situation") or qualitatively (actually modifying
the statement to agree with their point of view).
Other comments included that the items were too ffrestrictive,"
too "simplistic, " or that (in Part II) the actions chosen would have to
depend on "what Melba wanted."

A few respondents had trouble

understanding some of the terms used, such as "disadvantaged" and
I!manpower" programs.

48 See Appendix A.
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One re spondent, who declined to answer the que stionnaire,
directly criticized the study de sign, commenting,
The statements imply that al1 social workers have chosen
or choose between two distinct descriptions of social work
practice . . . there is validi ty in all the statements . . . which
to emphasize depends on social, economic, and political
conditions. The design . . . unfairly traps social \<vorkers
into a po si tion the y may not hold.
It is felt that this respondent was making some unfounded
assumptions about the intentions of the study. ' The findings show that
the social workers studied were not forced into one of two distinct
positions {either Paradigm I or Paradigm II}.

The intention of the

study was to assess whether their attitudes tended to lean in one
direction or the other, not necessarily to the exclusion of either.

In

any ca se , it is of value, in conducting a study, to know how the
instrument used is perceived by respondents.

Reactions to the I s sue s Studied
Some members of the sample commented on the content of items
In the que stionnaire, in addition to the format.

One respondent felt

that some of the statements were biased and judgmental {i. e., Part II,
No.2, which implies that the root of Melba's problems \vas her feelings
about herself}.

It is suspected that the respondent agreed with part but

not all of the statement.
Another respondent felt a need to differentia te between actions
geared toward immediate needs and those geared toward post-crisis
help in Part II.

The instrument did not incorporate such a distinction,

although it did allow for responses on both levels.
Stil1 another respondent commented that he/ she didn't like the
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"blame-laying" flavor of Part I; that the focus should be on "construc
tive solutions " instead.

This attitude would seem to deny the importance

of unde r standing th e c au se s of pove rty in or der to devi se adeq ua te
solutions.

However, it can again be emphasized that the respondent's

perception of and reaction to the questionnaire is an important
consideration in conducting research.
Other comments included that "important determinants" were
omitted in Pa.rt I (which determinants was not stated); and that both the
"right actions" and the "right attitudes" were necessary in trying to
sol ve poverty.
In conclusion, it is felt that the respondents' comments and
feedback on the questionnaire were an important source of information
in additi.on to the responses themselves.

Not only did they provide

additional information about the respondents' attitudes about poverty,
but the criticisms made would be iwportant considerations in creating
de signs for further re sear chin thi s area.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpo se of the study here was to as se ss the attitude s of a
sample of local social workers about poverty.

The focus \-vas on their

beliefs and attitudes about poverty's causes and solutions.

The primary

reason for doing this study was that little research has been done to
date on this topic.

If one accepts the premise that how poverty is

conceptualized as a social problem will determine what solutions are
attempted, such research can be valuable.
A second reason for doing the study was to provide information to
the Portland State School of Social Work a.bout the attitudes its students
are encountering in their field work.

The study sample consi sts of the

school's field instructors for the academic year 1975-76.

This group

is comprised of social workers working in various kinds of agencies
and positions in and around the Portland metropolitan area.
supervise social work students two days a week.

They

It vJ'as felt that this

information might be useful to the school in evaluating, developing, or
modifying c urricul um..
A review of relevant literature was conducted (see Chapter II).
It was found that, although many studie s have been done during the last
decade about the poor, fev.. r have been done on attitudes about poverty
held by those profe s sional s who work with the poor.
a study similar to this one.

Arangio (1970) did

He focused on the attitudes of professional

social workers toward "change targets, goals, and tactics."

Using a
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random sample, he attempted to discern whether social workers "vere
more strongly oriented toward individual change or institutional
change.

His conclusions were that most social workers were "strongly

oriente d towar d indi vidual change, " di sagreeing with tactic s of a
controversial nature on both the individual and institutional levels.
The study conducted here is based in part on Arangio's work.
The instrument used was a que stionnaire, de scribed in detail in
Chapter III.

The que stionnaire was di vided into two parts.

Part I was

to assess attitudes about poverty's causes and solutions on the theore
tical level.

Part II was to assess actions the respondents would take

ln dealing with problems of poverty in a professional capacity.
The questionnaire was designed in the context of a theoretical
framework borrowed from Warren (1971).

As described in Chapter II

this framework consists of two "paradigms, " or contexts in which to
understand poverty.

The Paradigm I perspective maintains that

poverty has its roots in the deficiencies of individuals; that the institu
tions of society are basically sound, and that poor individuals must
ada pt or chang e if po verty is to be eliminate d.

The Par adi gm II

perspective maintains that the causes of poverty lie in structural
inequities within our social institutions, such as the econolTlic system.
According to this point of view, poverty is actually a symptom of
structural defects and cannot be solved until social changes are
achieved on the insti tutional level.
For the purpose of as se s sing the attitude s of the study sample,
these two major categories were each broken into two sub-categories.
This was done in order to allow for a range of views, rather than
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trying to fit attitudes into a strictly "either-or" framework.

The sub

categories distinguished between a liberal, "middle-of-the-road'!
position and
within

~ach

a more

extrem.e (either conservative or radical) position

paradigm (de scribed in Chapter III).

It was hypothesized that the attitudes of the social workers
studied would fall predominantly into the liberal or !(middle" range of
views, extending into both paradigms.

In other words, they would tend

to attribute the causes of poverty to social factors without taking a
comprehensive look at society to see how its various institutions
interrelate to contribute to poverty.

They would tend to focus on

individualized or practical objectives in dealing with poor clients, on
either the casework or the planning level.

They would not tend to

blame poor clients directly for their poverty but would still place
ultim.ate responsibility for change and self-improvement on their
shoulder s.
The findings supported this hypothesis.

The bulk of the state

ments the sam.ple agreed with fell into the two "liberal" categories.
In Part I of the que stionnaire, dealing with poverty on the
abstract level, the highest rate of agreement was found with state
ments in the liberal Paradigm II category.

This means that the social

workers studied were likely to conceptualize poverty as a social
problem being perpetuated by inadequate, inefficient, or dehumanizing
organiza tions that purport to help the poor.

Other commonl y agreed- .

on factors were lack of opportunity for training or jobs, racial
prejudice, lack of awarene s s of legal rights to exi sting benefits, and
the failure of government's priorities to favor human needs.
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In Part II of the questionnaire, dealing with actions the respon
dents would take in working with a black welfare lTIother, the highest
rate of agreelTIent was found with statements in the liberal Paradigm I
category.

Thi s lTIeans that the re spondents tended to think in terlTIS of

how the client could :llTIprove her own situation by taking advantage of
available opportunities.

The worker's role was to assist her in doing

this, and to act as her personal advocate if necessary.

Actions

directed toward consciousness-raising and broad social change related
to the client's problems were not seen to be as relevant as practical,
indi vidualize d sol utions.
It was also found that the direct service respondents with more
than ni.ne year s of experience i.n the field tended to re spond slightl y
lTIore toward the conservative end of the scale of attitude s than those
with less than nine years of experience.

The above results are con

sistent with Arangio's findings.
At this point it lTIust be lTIentioned that the findings of this study
rest on the assumption that the instrument used was able to lTIeasure
the attitudes it was designed to lTIeasure.
did not generall y support thi s as sumption.

A factor analysis of the data
Except for the ParadiglTI I

statelTIents in Part II of the questionnaire, there is no elTIpirical
evidence to show that the respondents perceived the intended comlTIon
factors alTIong the item s within each attitudinal category.

Although the

responses provide descriptive information in terll1S of the content of
beliefs and attitudes, the categorization of these beliefs and attitudes
relTIains essentially hypothetical.

However, it is significant that the

ParadigTIl I statements in Part II were perceived to have COlTIlTIon
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factors as intended.

They also shovled a higher rate of agreeITlent than

the Paradigm II statem.ents in this section.
The primary limi tation of the study lie s in the fact that the
sample was not random and, therefore, the results cannot be generali zed.

Other lim:i tations stem f r om the structur e and content of the

instrument.

As previously discussed, it was not verified that the

questionnaire was able to measure the attitudes it was designed to
measure.

Also, feedback from the respondents indicated that they

experienced some diffic ulty in dealing with a "forced- choic e" situation
in which they were not given an "undecided" option.

Therefore, it

must be assumed that the data gathered may only roughly approximate
the sample's beliefs and attitude s, not having allowed for qualification
of responses.

However, important, albeit difficult-to-quantify infor

mation was gathered from the spontaneous comments of the respondents.
This had to do mainl y with their perceptions of and reactions to the
questionnaire and the study, providing information to consider in doing
further research in this area.
The need for further and more extensi ve research exploring
beliefs and attitudes about poverty became evident in undertaking this
study.

So cial work is the primary profe s sion dealing with pro blems of

poverty.

Social workers basically lack the power to change the condi

tions that perpetuate poverty in America.

This fact seems to build a

fairly high level of frustration and/or avoidance of the problern into the
profe s sion.

However, by avoiding gaining an under standing of and

attempting to deal on some level with problems of poverty, social
v,Torke r s may inadvertently be helping to perpetuate the conditions they
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hope to eliminate.

Therefore, it is i'mportant that social workers gain

a comprehensive understanding of poverty in America and that they
share this understanding with their poor clients; the premise being
that adequate understanding must precede any effective action.

Further

elTIpirical research about the phenolTIenon of poverty, its causes and
lTIaintenance, and about the beliefs of professionals regarding poverty,
will prolTIote such under standing.
In thi slight,

r

cOlTIlTIend and encourage the Portland State School

of Social "Nork's student, faculty, and adITIinistrative efforts to incor
porate into the curricululTI courses that deal with these issues.

I

recomlTIend that efforts at gaining an under standing of poverty and
related social problelTIs through coursework and symposiulTIS continue.

r

recolTIlTIend that there be an elTIphasis on how social .w orkers can

organize to begin, step by step, to deal with the se issue s in light of a
cOlTIprehensive societal understanding.

I recolTImend the continuance

of efforts to integrate or connect the concrete with the abstract, the
hUlTIan and personal with the political and theoretical; the ilTIlTIediate
situation (casework) with long-range goals (planning).
Last of all, I wish to say that social workers can serve as
prophets who seek to gain and proInote under standing; they can serve
as activists or instigators, but that they cannot and should not be
expected to shoulder society's burden of poverty alone.

As sUlTIing

responsibility without adequate power can lead to self-defeat.
As sUlTIing power without adequate re sponsibility perpetuate s oppre s sion.
Change in the balance of power is a nece s sary part of the sol ution.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear PSU Field Instructor:
As a second year MSW candidate at Portland State School of
Social 1vork, I am doing research for my practiculTI on the views of
social work practitioners regarding poverty, its causes, how to help
poor people, and how to fight poverty on both the individual and social
levels. My study may be useful to the school in providing information
about the social work values and viewpoints that students are exposed
to in the field.
Answering the enclosed questionnaire will take about half an hour
of your time. I have conveniently provided a separate answer sheet (the
last page) which may be detached and filled in alongside the question
naire as you go through the items. I realize that the questionnaire may
force some difficult choices, but this is necessary in order to measure
attitudes. If you find items that you cannot agree with as they are
stated, then please put them into a "disagree" or "irrelevant" category.
Also, please feel free to note any important options that you feel should
have been included on the back of the answer sheet.
Instructions for filling in the answer sheet are included on the
sheet and at the beginning of each section, starting on the next page.
Please be sure to fill in the identifying informa tion on the an s\ver sheet
--this v;rill be needed in analyzing my data. It will be kept confidential.
Also, feel free to make any comments about your reaction to the
que stionnai re on the rever se side.
Enclo sed is a self-addre s sed, stamped envelope for your conve
nient return of the answer sheet. I will need your response by February
in order to stay on schedule.

---

Your cooperation and help are greatly appreciated!
Sincerely,

Trudy Hussmann

1804 SE Pine Street
Portland, Ore.

97214
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Part I

You are asked to give a guest lecture for a college course
entitled "Introduction to Social "'Nork" on the subject "Poverty in
America: Its Cau se s and Cure s. "
Of the following list of statements regarding beliefs and actions
in relation to poverty, evaluate them. in term. s of whether you:
A.

Agree with them and would include them in your talk.

B.

Agree with them but find them irrelevant to the issue and
therefore wouldn't include them in your talk.

C.

Disagree with them and would include them. in your talk in
order to refute them.

D.

Di sagree with them and ther efore would not ·include them in
your talk.

1.

Teaching poor children to be able to defer need gratification will
be essential in helping them to rise out of poverty.

2.

If our nation had a government-planned economy, wages and
salaries would be fairer, jobs more steady, and we wbuld have
Ie s s unemployment and poverty.

3.

The cycle of poverty is difficult to break because the attitudes and
fee1i.ngs of the poor (i. e., fatalism and helplessness) are passed on
from generation to generation, causing a vicious circle that can be
broken only by highly motivated individuals.

4.

Lower class people share society's general success goals, but lack
legitimate opportunitie s for achieving them; therefore, social
worker s mu st encourage the development of more job opportunitie s.

5.

Poverty and unemployment will not be eradicated as long as we have
a free enterprise economy, for they are necessary for its function
ing (by keeping wage s down and providing cheap labor).

6.

Pub1i.c assistance gets people used to not having to work for a living
and makes it harder to motivate them for future employment.

7.

A disproportionate number of minority people are poor in America
because of the prejudicial attitudes of many white Americans.

8.

If there were enough mental health facilities and rehabilitation
center s to reach all poor and disadvantaged people, our society
could deal effectively with the problem of poverty.
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9.

The development of an effective poor people!s labor movement
would do more to advance the war on poverty than any measure
that ha s been taken by our exi sting government.

10.

As a nation we need to invest:in a massive campaign of education
and vocational training for the poor if we are ever going to make
a dent in poverty.

11.

A crucial reason this country hasn't been able to solve poverty is
because the government's first allegiance :is to large corporations
who put profits before people.

12.

Encouraging people to move out of "poverty pockets II 0. e. ,
ghettos} so that they are not surrounded by a materially and
culturally impoverished environment will help them to break the
cycle of poverty in their lives.

13.

One factor that works to perpetuate poverty in this country is the
general lack of acceptance of or desire for birth control among
poor women, resulting in large families that are difficult to
support.

14.

The general public isn't very aware of its legal rights and this
prevents many people who are eligible for some kinds of benefits
or programs from taking full advantage of the se opportuni tie s.

15.

Improved and more efficient manpower programs for disadvan
taged people would bring us closer to solving the problems of
poverty.

16.

Another factor contributing to poverty is that many people who
might be eligible for welfare don't apply because of the stigma
and dehumanizing treatment invol ved.
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Part II

As a caseworker, you receive the case of a 20-year-old black
mother of two children, ages two and five. She has never been married
and is on welfare. Melba dropped out of high school when she got
pregnant at age 15. She has no job skills and presently lives in a
shabby two-room apartment in the ghetto of a large midwestern city.
She is two months behind in her rent and has received notice of eviction.
Feeling there is nowhere she can go, Melba is depressed and imrrtobil
i ze d by her pre sent situation.
Of the following statements pertaining to evaluation of situations
1 ike Melba's and deciding how they could best be approached, please
group them according to whether you find them:
A.

Highly relevant and you would be sure to pursue or support
this kind of approach.

B.

Somewhat relevant and you would probably pursue or support
this kind of approach.

c.

Somewhat irrelevant and you probably wouldn't pursue or
support this kind of approach.

D.

Highl Y irrelevant with your beliefs and you certainly wouldn't
pursue or support this kind of approach.

1.

I would refer Melba to the local \Nelfare Rights organization so that
she could learn her rights as a welfare client, to take advantage of
opportunitie s for improving her situation.

2.

I would focus on Melba I s feeling s about he 'r self, so we could get to
the root of the problems she finds herself in.

3.

I v.fould present Melba the alternative of participating in a demon
stration being planned to protest the inadequacy of welfare payments.

4.

I would encourage Melba to get into some kind of vocational training
or GED program with the goal that she could eventually get off
welfare.

5.

I would acknowledge Melba's helpless depression as understandable
in her situation and would try to channel it into anger at the social
conditions that contribute to her predicament.

6.

I would refer Melba to the agency's money management counselor s,
who could help her learn to plan for the future and avoid getting
behind in her rent.
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7.

I would encourage Melba to take advantage of the WIN program,
whereby she could work and still stay on welfare, raising her
income considerably.

8.

In acting as Melba's advocate, I would write to the state director
of public welfare regarding the financial problems of welfare
clients.

9.

I would help Melba examine the "lifescript" that rnay be stopping
he"r from getting off welfare, a s a starting point for on- going
counseling.

10.

I would encourage Melba to explore alternative s that may be open
to her, that she may not be aware of, such as being eligible for
low-cost housing.

11.

I v:.Tould organize a group of social worker s and clients with
similar problems around the issue of child care services to take
some collecti.ve action at the state capitol.

12.

If Melba were open to counseling beyond the crISIS situation, I
would focus on her relationships \vith men in order to help her
break the pattern of having illegitimate, unsupported children.

13.

I would encourage Melba to get involved .in a single mothers' group,
to give her support and to discuss ways of improving their
si tuations.

14.

I would act as Melba's advocate and make sure that her landlord
didn't treat her unfairly and that she got courteous, attentive
treatment at the welfare department, walking her through the
agency if necessary.

15.

I would suggest some critical books on American society and the
welfare system for Melba to read, in order to broaden her aware
ness, while at the sarrie time improving her reading skills.

16.

I would suggest to Melba that perhaps enrolling in some courses at
the local community college (for which a high school diploma is not
required) would give her a chance to learn and do something
inte re sting.
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Part II

As an esteemed and experienced planner, you are asked to make
policy recommendations to the state public welfare planning board
regarding a program they are developing to combat disorganization
and breakdown among welfare families.
Of the following statements regarding policy and the beliefs upon
\vhich it rests, evaluate them in terms of whether you find them:
A.

Highly relevant and you would be sure to recommend this
policy and/ or state the belief upon which it rests.

B.

Somewhat relevant and you would pro babl y recommend thi s
policy and/or state the belief upon which it rests.

C.

Somewhat irrelevant and you probably wouldn't recomn1.end
this policy and/or state the belief upon which it rests.

D.

Irrelevant or in disagreement with your beliefs and you
wouldn't recommend this policy or state the beliefs upon
which it rests.

1.

I would urge the board to lobby in Congress for the abolition of our
pre sent welfare system and the adoption of an adequate guaranteed
annual income, since the exi sting system inherently undermine s
family stability.

2.

Expanding social services through public welfare to include parent
education classes and fan1ily therapy would provide a valuable
source of support to unstable families, by helping to strengthen
family relationships.

3.

I would argue that any attempts to sta bilize welfare fami1ie s were
futile unless the payments they received were realistic for economic
survi val in thi s day.

4.

Developing a "Welfare Hotline" service operating on a round-the
clock ba si s could help for e stall many fami1 y cri se s by providing
irrl1TIediate counseling and/ or advice.

5.

I would propose developing within the institution a department of
"client advocates" who would intervene on behalf of individual
clients in any pro blem situation wi thin the community, there by
reducing stre s s on familie s in coping with the environment.

6.

I would urge the state to recommend to the federal government that
it embark on a massive program of reordering its priorities so that
human needs were placed at the top of the list.
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7.

A law should be enforced whereby welfare mothers who continue to
ha ve illegitimate children will be required to under go sterilization
if they want to keep receiving assistance.

8.

I would recommend the allocation of state and federal funds to
community social service agencie s for the purpo se of their
developing spec ial programs for welfar e familie s, aimed at
promoting and enhancing family stability.

9.

I would propose the development of an inter-agency coordinating
council, so that the various community agencies providing social
service s to familie s could coordinate and balance each other IS
efforts.

10.

I would propo se the development of a medical counseling and
referral service for welfare clients, since poor people tend to
have more health problems than other segrnents of society, and
poor physical health can often affect the emotional climate and
stability of relationships within families.

11.

I would advocate the creation of a task force to re search the state
of the modern famil y, including all its variations, and the hi stori
cal development of social stre sse s that impinge upon famil y
stability and functioning.

12.

I would recommend that efforts be focused on expanding job
training programs and increasing training allowance s, as a way
to enhance potential family sta bili ty.

13.

A program should be developed to remove children from the horne s
of welfare families who are not able to stay together as a unit, so
that the children won't grow up in a highly unstable situation.

14.

I would recommend a campaign to de-stigmatize welfare by such
measures as a liberalization of means test procedures and public
promotion of the necessity and benefit of public assistance programs.

15.

I would urge the board to look at how factors outside of, but
related to, the welfare system {such as racist practices of hiring
and firing} affect family stability.

16.

'."Te

should institute a law that imposes an economic sanction on the
welfare farni.1 y if the rna1e head of the household lea ve s (if he wa s
with the family when they initially applied for aid), as an incentive
to keep him in the horne.

~
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ANSWER SHEET
Age
Sex _______________________
Po sition

-------------------------------

Type of agency ________________
Years of experience in the field

--------

Instructions: As you evaluate each stateITlent in a section, please
write its number in the appropriate box A, B, C, or D.
Se ction

A

B

C

Agre e IIncl ude

Agree IIrrelevant

Highl Y relevant

SOITlewhat rele
vant

D

Di sagree IIncl ude Disagreel
to refute
Exclude

I

I

II

SOITlewhat
irrelevant

Highly irrele
vant or
di sagree

......

APPENDIX B
CATEGORIZATION OF ITEMS
PART I

Paradigm 1- -Conservative

1.

Teaching poor children to be able to defer need g 'r atification will
be essential in helping them to ri se out of poverty.

3.

The cycle of poverty is difficult to break because the attitudes and
feelings of the poor (i. e., fatalism and helplessness) are passed
on from generation to generation, causing a vicious circle that
can be broken only by highly-motivated individuals.

8.

If there were enough mental health facilities and rehabilitation
center s to reach all poor and di sadvantage d people, our society
could deal effectivel y with the problem of poverty.

13.

One factor that works to perpetuate poverty in thi s country is the
general lack of acceptance of or de sire for birth control amon g
poor worn en, re suI ting in lar ge familie s that are diffic ul t to
support.

:Paradigm 1- - Li beral

6.

Public assistance -gets people used to not having to work for a
living and makes it harder to motivate them for future employment.

10.

As a nation we need to invest in a massive campaign of education
and vocational training for the P90r if we are ever going to make a
dent in poverty.

12.

Encouraging people to move out of "poverty pockets" (i. e. ,
ghettos) so that they are not surrounded by a rna teriall y and
culturally impoverished environment will help then'l to break the
cycle of poverty in their lives.

15.

Improved and more efficient manpower programs for disadvan
tage d people would bring us clo ser to solving the problem s of
poverty.

"
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"'Paradigm II- - Liberal
4.

Lower class people share society's general success goals but lack
legitimate opportunities for achieving them; therefore, social
workers must encourage the developtnent of more job opportunities.

7.

A di sproportionate number of minority people are poor in America
because of the prejudicial attitude s of many white Americans.

14.

The general public isn't very aware of its legal rights, and this
prevents many people who are eligible for some kinds of benefi ts
or programs from taking full advantage of these opportunities.

16.

Another factor contributing to poverty is that many people who
might be eligible for welfare don't apply because of the stigma and
dehu'manizing treattnent involved.

Paradigm II- -Radical
2.

If our nation had a government-planned economy, wage sand
salaries would be fairer, jobs more steady, and we would have
1 e s s unemploytnent and poverty.

5.

Poverty and unemployment will not be eradicated as long as we
have a free enterprise economy, for they are necessary for its
functioning (by keeping wage s down and providing cheap labor).

9.

The development of an effective poor people's la borrnovernent
would do more to advance the war on poverty than any measure
that has been taken by our existing goverrunent.

11.

A crucial reason this country hasn't been able to solve poverty is
because the government's fir st allegiance is to large corporations
who put profits before people.
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PAR T II
DIRECT SERVICE

Paradigm I--Conservative
2.

I 'ATould focus on Melba's feelings about herself, so we could get to
the root of the problems she finds he r self in.

6.

I would refer Melba to the agency's money-management counselors,
who could help her learn to plan for the future and avoid getting
behind in her rent.

9.

I would help Melba examine the "lifescript" that may be stopping
her from getting off welfare, a s a starting point for on- going
counseling.

12.

If Melba 'ATere open to counseling beyond the crISIS situation, I
would focus on her relationships with men in order to help her
break the pattern of having illegitimate, unsupported children.

Paradigm 1- - Li beral
4.

I would encourage Melba to get into some kind of vocational
training orGED program with the goal that she could eventually
get off welfare.

7.

I would encourage Melba to take advantage of the WIN program,
whereby she could work and still stay on welfare, raising her
income considerably.

13.

I would encourage Melba to get invol ved in a single mother s'
group, to give her support and to discuss ways of improving their
situations.

16.

I would suggest to Melba that perhaps enrolling in some courses
at the local community college (for which a high school diploma is
not required) would give her a chance to learn and do something
interesting.
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Paradigm I1- -Liberal

1.

I would refer Melba to the local 'Nelfare Rights organization so
that she could learn her rights as a welfare client, to take advan
tage of opportunitie s for improving her situation.

8.

In acting as Melba's advocate, I would write to the state director
of public welfare regarding the financial problem s of welfare
clients.

10.

I would encourage Melba to explore alternatives that may be open
to her, that she may not be aware of, such as being eligible for
low-co st hou sing.

14.

I would act as Melba's advocate and make sure that her landlord
didn't treat her unfairly and that she got courteous, attentive
treatment at the welfare deparbnent, walking her through the
agency if necessary.

Paradigm II- -Radical
3.

I ~'ould pre sent to Mel ba the al ternati ve of participating in a
demonstration being planned to prote st the inadequacy of welfare
paym.ents.

5.

I would acknowledge Melba's helpless depression as understandable
in her situation and would try to channel it into anger at the social
conditions that contribute to her predicament.

11.

I would organize a group of social workers and clients with similar
problem s arolUld the issue of child care service s to take some
collective action at the state capitol.

15.

I would sugge st some critical books on American society and the
welfare system for Melba to read, in order to broaden her aware
ness while, at the same time, improving her reading skills.
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PART II
PLANNING

Paradigm I--Conservative
2.

Expanding social services through public welfare to include parent
education classes and family therapy would provide a valuable
source of support to unstable families, by helping to strengthen
famil y relationships.

7.

A law should be enforced whereby welfare mothers who continue to
have illegitimate children will be required to undergo sterilization
if they want to keep receiving assistance.

13.

A program should be developed to remove children from the home s
of welfare families who are not able to stay together as a unit, so
that the children won't grow up in a highly unstable situation.

16.

Vve should institute a law that imposes an economic sanction on
the vlelfare family if the male head of the household leave s (if he
was with the family when they initially applied for aid), as an
incenti ve to keep him in the home.

Paradigm 1- -Liberal
4.

Developing a "'N elfare Hotline" service operating on a round-the
clock basis could help forestall many family crises by providing
immediate counseling and/or advice.

8.

I would recommend the allocation of state and federal funds to
community social service agencie s for the purpo se of their develop
oing special programs for welfare families, aimed at promoting and
enhancing famil y stability.

10.

I would propo se the development of a rnedical counseling and
referral service for welfare clients, since poor people tend to
have more health problems than other segments of society, and
poor physical health can often affect the emotional climate and
stability of relationships within families.

12.

I would recommend that efforts be focused on expanding job
training programs and increasihg training allowances, as a way
to e nhance potential fanlil y sta bility.
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Paradigm II- - Liberal
3.

I would argue that any attempts to stabilize welfare families were
futile unle s s the paym.ents they recei ved were reali stic for eco
nomic survival in this day.

5.

I would propo se developing within the institution a department of
"client advocates" who would intervene on behalf of individual
clients in any problem situation within the community, thereby
reducing stre s s on familie s in coping with the environment.

9.

I would propose the development of an inter-agency coordinating
council, so that the various community agencies providing social
service s to fatnilie s could coordinate and balance each other's
efforts.

14.

I would recommend a campaign to de-stigmatize welfare by such
measures as a liberalization of means test procedures and public
promotion of the necessity and benefit of public assistance pro
gram s.

Paradigm 11- -Radical

1.

I would urge the board to lobby in Congress for the abolition of our
present welfare system and the adoption of an adequate guaranteed
annual income, since the exi sting system inherently undermine s
family stability.

6.

I would urge the state to recommend to the fe deral government
that it embark on a massive program of reordering its priorities
so that human needs were placed at the top of the li st.

11.

I would advocate the creation of a task force to research the state
of the modern famil y, including all its variations, and the hi stori
cal development of social stres se s that impinge upon famil y
stability and functioning.

15.

I would urge the board to look at how factors outside of but related
to the welfare system (such as racist practices of hiring and firing)
affect family stability.

